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510
Footway
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Footway
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30mm of surface course to be planed off and replaced
with 30mm of AC10 dense surf 70/100. Finished
profile to have 2.5% fall toward the carriageway.
Danger
4" TPL
Water main within
south channel of
the carriageway.
2.5%
Fall

Bitumen pitching /
Thermoplastic overbanding
tape (on kerb top) to be
installed to seal surface
to parapet and surface to kerb
interfaces at surface and
under new waterproofing
layer.

50mm of surface course to be
planed off and replaced with
50mm AC 14 dense surf grade.

Two coats of cold-applied, rubber-modified,
cationic, rubber bitumen emulsion with a
Viscosity (EN 12846) [4mm@50⁰C] Class 0
applied to the exposed face and returned up
the sides of the parapet and kerbs.

Bitumen pitching /
Thermoplastic overbanding
tape (on kerb top) to be
installed to seal surface
to parapet and surface to kerb
interfaces at surface and
under new waterproofing layer.

Danger
Underground
Openreach
cables in north
footway.
2.5%
Fall

Two coats of cold-applied, rubber-modified,
cationic, rubber bitumen emulsion with a
Viscosity (EN 12846) [4mm@50⁰C] Class 0
applied to the exposed face and returned up
the sides of the parapet and kerbs.

Any defects exceeding the 50mm to be made good,
cracks to be filled with bitumen pitching and have
Thermoplastic overbanding tape installed on top.

Proposed Section Through Bridge
1:20

Parapet
Proposed new mortar with darkening
agents added to ensure new mortar
matches existing mortar. Face of pointing
to be keyed troweled to match the
existing.

Existing sound mortar within parapet,
abutment and wingwall
Existing stones

Wingwall and abutment
To be repointed with suitable underwater,
marine and saltwater resistant mortar with
a minimum compressive strength of
50Mpa after 28 days as per specification.
Injection method required to ensure deep
voids are filled as some voids have been
recorded up to 1.1m deep.

NOTES:
1.

All dimensions are in millimetres unless noted otherwise.

2.

Do not scale from this drawing.

3.

Dimensions have been taken from historic drawing, the
contractor should confirm exact dimensions onsite.

4.

The public utilities shown are taken from utility plans, the
contractor should confirm the exact locations on site prior to the
breaking of the ground by undertaking CAT and GENI scans.

5.

To be read in conjunction with Works Information, Drawing
Series 00019-32 and Specification.
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